Peab Finland boosts
process reporting in
construction sites and
business units
with QPR Metrics
Peab Finland is monitoring the performance of its construction
sites and units with a solution delivered by QPR. Thanks to this
solution, information is up- to-date, transparent and in a uniform
format. Systemization has substantially saved the time used for
reporting. The need for a uniform and systematic performance
monitoring actualized when Peab Finland introduced its ISO
9001 certified integrated management system in 2009.
Peab Finland has ten branch offices. In addition to the
construction sites, Peab Finland monitors performance of
its individual employees. The QPR Metrics powered Peab
performance management solution comprises 50 measures.
Peab is not monitoring just the normal operational performance,
but Work Safety is one of the key measures.

Substantial work time savings thanks
to automatization
Information is collected monthly from Peab Finland’s construction
sites. Annually, the 50 measures in use equals to a total of
200 pieces of information from each site. This information is
consolidated first on the business unit level and then on the
company level.
Prior to introducing the QPR powered performance management
solution, Peab Finland was using Excel spreadsheets for
performance reporting. Collecting and compiling masses of
information with Excel into various reports was taking hundreds
of hours. Now all this is done with QPR Metrics.

www.qpr.com

“The time-wise savings are really material. Now we can focus
on the essential, that is, analyzing the results and planning
the needed actions.”
- Timo Laapio, Development Manager, Peab Finland -

“The time-wise savings are really material. Now we can focus
on the essentials, that is, analyzing the results and planning the
needed actions”, says Development Manager Timo Laapio.

Dashboards deliver a comprehensive
picture from the site
With the QPR powered performance system, all information is
now found in one place, is up-to-date and in a uniform format.
All key measures used in the construction site are collected
in one dashboard view. This dashboard has been positively
welcomed in the construction sites.
“Just a few minutes is enough to obtain a good and
comprehensive understanding of where the site is going”, tells
Operations Controller Timo Koppelomäki.

Fast deployment with QPR’s support
Peab Finland’s performance management system was deployed
fast with the help of QPR’s technical consultants.
In addition to Mr. Laapio and Koppelomäki Peab Finland project
team included project manager Taru Puhto. She had a major
responsibility in planning, piloting and testing the performance
management system.
QPR Software is specialized in operational development of
private and public sector organizations. Our mission is to help our
customers to become agile and efficient in their operations. We
offer software and services in areas of enterprise architecture
development, process modeling and analysis as well as
performance management. We have more than 1,500 customers
in over 50 countries and our shares are listed on the NASDAQ
OMX Helsinki Ltd.

Peab Group is one of the leading Nordic construction companies. It employs 13 000
people in the Nordic Countries, out of which approximately 750 in Finland. Peab’s construction business includes the building of apartments and other houses as well as
renovations. Peab’s consolidated revenue is 4.9 billion euros. Peab shares are listed on
the NASDAQ OMX Stockholm Ltd. Peab Finland builds and develops apartments and
office premises nationwide.
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